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Stylish Solutions
Tips for On-Trend Holiday Decor 
By Ann McDonald 

If your mailbox is anything like mine, the holi-
day catalogs are starting to pile up. All sorts of
non-essentials and beautiful gadgets, luxuries

and luminaires – colorful trees and goodies. I love it.
There is a wee bit of decorating stress, however, that
comes with all those options. What is a stylish subur-
banite to do?

          
This month, I wanted to share practical tips to

help you navigate the holiday decorating season and
all those options arriving in your mailbox and email.

Don’t give up entirely. Sometimes when it is just too
much, we throw in the towel. Or, because we can’t
quite get a handle on a “look” we are trying to create,
we mumble something about having a natural family
holiday and blame it on the kids – “My children deco-
rated” – meanwhile, your kids are 20 and 22, away at
college.

          
Even if your look this year is simple, there are

ways to make the process fun and not overwhelming.
Sometimes simple is hardest as every detail matters
and is seen. Even my team and I can have moments of
“oh, my goodness.” When that happens, take a deep
breath and step away. What do the experts say?  Do 90
minutes of work and take a 15-minute break – then
come back to it.

          
Here are my quick tips this month: 

          
First, it may sound simple, but you must decide

which rooms you are going to decorate. Now. It’s often
the basics we overlook because they are so simple, but
I can’t tell you how many well-meaning stylish folks
haven’t really decided how many trees or rooms they
are going to tackle until they start. Big mistake. Make

the call on which rooms today. Write them down.
Don’t apologize if it is your whole house and your BFF
is only doing her entry hall – variety is what makes life
fun.

          
When you need a break you can go to her home

and zen out.  When she needs a break, she will be play-
ing with your nutcrackers and sipping cider in your
fully decorated living room.

          
How to decide? Take stock of what you want your

home to handle this season. Empty nest? It could be
as simple as a mantle with some decorations for a
photo backdrop. Young children? There may be trees
and decorations in each space. When my boys were lit-
tle, I placed small simple childproof decorated trees in
their rooms with white lights. It was magical. 

          
Party central this season? It’s all out, all over.

          
Second, consider the furniture placement. Are

you going to move furniture? We often counsel clients
who need to move furniture out of a space to use “the
season” as a refinish, refurbish and re-upholstery time
for pieces that can leave home to make room while the
holidays are on. ... continued on page D8

Gilded and jeweled deer are a big hit this season.
Placed on the floor next to a signature tree, or in
entry halls and dining rooms, not much else is
needed. Photos courtesy Couture Chateau llc 

Chandelier décor is very on trend this season, especially for people who may not be putting up trees or for those
who want to go all out in the entire home. 




